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ABSTRACT

An Evaluation of Transiti-ona] Services

A Program For Youth with Aggressive Episodes

Youth who display aqgressj-ve tendencies has been a domain of

increasing interest in the arena of social work. This
qualitative program evaluation examined if Transitional
Services' was viewed as helpful in reducing the clients'
aggressive episodes while participating 1n the program. This
study also j-nvestigated Anoka County's Transitionat Servlces and
its mission to promote a smoother transition from a restrlctive
out-of-home placement back into the clients horne environment.
Eive social workers completed a qualitative questionnaire that
focused on the program's services for its assistance in
Iessening youth aggression, and factors pertaining to famlIy

reunification. The outcomes are based on common themes and
patterns sited in the results. The findings suggested that
Transitional Services was a beneficial bridge that helped to
lessened client aggression while they were enrolled in the
program, and it helped the family reunification process.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCT I ON

The subject of youth and aggression is of growing interest

in our society. Dvorak (2000) asserts that aggression comes from
not being able to process anger,. it is a cover up for fears and
sadness. Our society's observat j-ons confirm that aggression and
violence intrudes more and more into our daily lives (Maniciaux,
1993). Aggression has become an acceptable way of expressing
anger (Dvorak, 2000) . As we analyze the reasons for youth
aggress j-on and how their actions impact their envj-ronment, many
people apply theories while others reason with speculation. Out
of this deepened awareness of theories and perspect.ives,
intervention programs for youth are,developed. This research
studied one program that was developed to better address the
needs of yout.h at ri s k who are returning home af ter an extended
out-of-home treatment placement.

Definition of Client Aggression and Violence
The two terms youth aggression and youth vj-ol-ence were used

to define the cl-ients enrolled in Transitiorral Services. These
two terms were also used synon\mously to not only represent the
terminol-ogy def ining Transitional Services, but al-so were used
in the state funded grant proposals. These terms refer to a
pattern of behavior that was persistent and defiant. They
exhibited behavior that broke social norms or rules (Hersen,
Kazdin, & Bellack, 1983) . These behaviors were either a threat
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or an act that viol-ated the rights of others through harming
people or property destruction. This included the manifestati-on
of verbal or physical abuse; viol-ent acts such as vandal-ism or
arson, self induced inj urlous behaviorsr suicidal tendenc j-es,
and non-viol-ent acts such as theft and truancy. AIso included in
this def initi-on were youth that had been adj udicated for crimes
against people.
Nature of the Problem
Vlolence is considered age sensitive, and adol-escents
continue to be categorized as a group that instigates a high
incidence of violent behavior (Manciaux, 1993). The Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquent Prevention reported that in 7991
more than one in four youth were depicted as juvenile
delinquents. The rates cf age specific arrests,
demographically, peak between the ages of 15-20 years old.
Statistics aJso showed that crime rates increase rapidly during
the teen years, then decreases (Steffensmeirer & Harer, 1999;
Snyder, 1999 ) . In L991 , accordlng to the EBI, United States l-aw
enforcement agenci-es made 2.8 mil-l-ion arrests of juveniles
(persons under age 1B ) . These statistics al-so indicate that ]-12
of violent crimes involved a juvenile (Snyder, 1999) .
Even though there is a common misperception that vlol-ence
is worsening in this country, statistlcs show that since the mid
1990's the crime rate had declined (Maier & Rust, 1998; Snyder,
1999; Steffensmeirer & Harer, 1999; Snyder, lgg9; "Violent Crime
Ealfsr " 1999) . Criminologists disagree as to why this 1s
occurring. Historical patterns show juvenile violence often

2
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rises and falls in several year cycles. This cycle had been
observed with a surge of violence in the 1980's. The mid 1990's
showed a cycle of violence that had tapered off" This decline
has been credited to better prevention programs and stricter
laws. However, it remains difficult to speculate to how the
youth violence rates will change and when the cycle will rise
again (Bower, 1999).
This type of data generates public emoti-on as peopl-e
attempt to understand the nature of this problem. Maier and Rust
(1998) remind us that viol-ence in America is complex and it is
difficult to know how it affects youth. The general public is
aware that youth at risk are also rated as high consumers of
human services. Currently, the average cost for residential
treatment programs is $13 6.21 per day (Generations , 7999 ) . These
treatment programs are designed as a place for youth to live
while there are receiving treatment. Various residential
treatment programs have distinctive missions, yet most include
assessments, therapeutic interventions, anqer management and/or
social ski11s goa1s, and outcomes. Minnesota counties are faced
with struggles to help comp1icated families while trying to stay
within their budget (Hopfensperger, 1999). Anoka County is not
exempt from this task. It is more fiscally effective to support
clients in their home environment verses any out-of homeplacement options. The bottom line is it takes creativity and
commj-Lment to provi-de ef fective services, dt a lesser economic
cost, for youth at risk.

3
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Descripti-on of Transitional Services

Transitional Services is a vol-untary program provided
through Anoka County' s Family Support Services unit. It is
proactive program that began in November 1996. The design of
this program is to bridge the gap between restrictive out-ofhome placements and home by empowering clients through
connecting them to community programsf and supporting the family
reunification process .
Transitional Services serves clients, age's 70*71 years
old, who are fa111n9 through the cracks due to, but not limited
to, being vict.ims or perpetrator of violence, mental illnessr
truancy, or chemical abuse. The cl-ients who participated in
Transltional Services have returned to their home and family
after completing an out-of-home placement. Restrictive out-ofhome placements incl-ude foster homes, treatment f oster homes,
group homes, residential treatment centers, juvenile correction
centers, and shel-ters. The typical duration of an out-of-home
placement is six to twelve months. Referrals to Transitional
Services are from the youth's social worker or parole officer
(see Appendix A) .

Transitional Service workers are social workers who have
experience in elther social services or corrections. This allows
them to work in col-laboration with these two departments. The
relationship with the worker and the client is considered more
intensive. This development of this relationship is possible due
to the workers non-traditional schedule. This enables the worker
to plan weekly client visits and frequent phone contacts

4
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throughout the duration of Transitional Servlces which can be

to six months.
Transitional Services
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up

Existing treatment
programs address separate and/or individual issues that pertain
to youth's aggressive expressions. Few programs, however,
coordinate a variety of resources during their treatment plan to
promote a successful family reunification process. Transitj-onal
Services recognizes this pivotal period by focusing on three
envi ronmental f actors : youth, f ami 1y, and coflimunity . By blending
these three influences, Transitional Services facilitates not
only a smooth transition for the youth's return home, but also
to provide opportunities for the youth to become connected with
cofilmunity programs. Services for the clients could include
lndependent Iiving classes, setf-esteern bur i ding groups I
recreational groups, transportation to acLivities or counseling,
and addressing individual probl-ern solving needs, The intensitv
of the services is determined by the cl-ient and their family
needs - Transitional Services believes that strong community
resources are a means to empower these youth.
obj ectives

.

Bierman & Greenberg (1996) noted youth at risk who become

reiected typically show a range of conduct probl-ems and programs
designed for these youth must focus on more than the reduction
of aggression; they need to include the components of their
interpersonal, cognitive, and emotional- ski11s. Transitionat
Services embrace a multitude of services to address the
lndividual needs of its cl-ients to assist and support these
youth through system transitions. A few of the support services

Transitional Services
availabl-e include counseling, social-tzaLionr r€creation,
advocacy, youth and family support, crisis management, problem

solving skills, and case supervision.
Transitional Services aims to promote famity reunification.
Maintaining the youth's placement at home by providlng adequate
support is viewed as a desirable option by Transitional
Services. By establishing a supportive environment and
connecting them to community resources, family stabiLtzation is
possible when they return home, thus preventing the youth from
reentering another restrictive placement.
Purpose of thls Pro gram Process Evaluation
This process eval-uation was conducted to gain an
understanding regardinE how the needs of its clients were being
approached by Transitional Services. Thls eval-uation was
designed to investigate how this program assisted its clients in
lessening aggressive and/or violent episodes while the clients
are receiving Trans-itional Services, and to examine this
program's effectiveness with the family reunification process.
From the beginning, Transitional Services has received a
steady increase in numbers of referrals. Between November 1996June 1998, 155 youth had completed Transitional Services, and B5
of these youth did not have to be replaced into out-of-home
placements (Transitional Services, 7999) . As Anoka County
expanded the need to conduct program process evaluation became
imperative. Transitional Services had grown along with Anoka
County's desire to become more knowledgeable and better prepared
to address the needs of youth who are at risk.

6
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ectives of this proqram process evaluation. This program
evaluation was designed to:
Obi

1

)

. Invest igate whether thls servi-ce was viewed as helpful
in reducing youth aggression during their transition
back

home.

2) . To understand how

this program was viewed in promotlng
a smooth transition from a restrictive out-of-home
Placements back into the youths' home environment.

Anoka County's folJow up data indicated that in December

1998,

55 . 19%

of its clients that compl-eted Transitional Services

did not return to another out-of-home placement, thus they had
remained at home (see Appendix B). This researcher, a1so,

real-izes that it is difficult

to measure how effective this

program actually was when there were often several issues and

existlng support systems encompassing the referred youth

and

their families.
Siqnificance of this proqram evaluation. Existing studies

indicated that when adverse life events are high there is

a

tendency toward an increase in agqressive interactions in

some

children (De Li, 1999; Tiet, BJ-rd, Davj-es, Hoven, cohen,

Jensen

& Goodman, 1998; Cl-arLzot 1997; Harkness & Super, L9g0) . The
development of new strategies to treat youth aggression is

national concern (Frasier,
to deal

ef f ectively

1996 ) ,

a

and new strategi-es are needed

with this probl-em

(Corvo

,

1991

; Frasier,

Transitional Services
7996; and Brown & LittIe

(1990)

(t

. Therefore, Transitional

Services was ethically a slgnificant area to study due to the
presence of conflict in both the home and social- environments

that tend to impact youth hehavior.
Evaluations are a vital- method of inquiry to obtain
unbiased means of knowing if a program is val-ued as successful-

(Migotsky, Stake, Davis, Will-iams, DePaul, Cisneros, Johnson ,

&.

Feltovich, 1997). The design of process evaluations lncludes the
perceptions of people who have a close rel-atlonship with the
program, and how the programs outcomes are produced (Patton,

1987). Existing data in Anoka County describe the client
popul-at

ion, characteri st i cs , and program f unding . However, as of

now' this county lacks documentation from the perspective of its

Social Workers regardj-ng the effectiveness of Transitional-

Services' mission to facilitate

a

smooLh

reunification processl

and reduction of youth aggression. This process evaluation

sought their professional input, which was relative to both the

youth partlcipants and what assets they deem successful from

Transltional Services. It was noL the intent of this study to
deny that in some situations a social worker may ponder if outof-home placements are deemed necessary when considering the

best interest of t.he youth. Thls research aimed to add to the
knowledge of va1uable input f or cont inued fundamental
programming for future participants.

Transitional- Services
The following three chapters review the literature

on youth

aggression, family factors, and the influences of social
errvironments. The theoretical/conceptual framework for this

study; and the methodology and findings of this

program

evaluation. The final chapter presented contains the discussion
of the findings and the implications for the practice of social
work.

9
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

The stud j-es and l iterature researched provide a deeper

understanding regarding the factors and the impact of youth

aggression, and the family reunification process. It is not
new phenomenon

a

that children wilI act out aggressively.

Historian Richard M. Brown is quoted in Maier & Rust (1998): *'We
are a violent culture" (p. 9). Violence has always existed, y€t
it is uncertain that vj-olence is more widespread and more
f

requent in modern societ j-es than it was in the past .

def

inition of viol-ence is highly

sub j

S

ince the

ective, it is dif f icult to

judge or compare any figures (Maniciaux, I993) . Nevertheless,

the past decade has shown an increase in interest toward youth
to better understand what personality traits result in a child
becoming aggressive. Teit., Bird, Davies, Hoven, Cohen, Jensonr
Goodman (1998

) indicate that there is increasing

&

evj-dence

associated with adverse Iife events and psychiatric disorders to
youth adjustment. Matthys, Cuperus, & Van Engeland (1999) take

this a step further and suggest that aggressive children tend to
be deficient in cognitive skills that can be interpreted as

lack of problem-solving abilities.

Maniciaux (1999) states

a

Transit ional Services
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there is a lessening of social status for the young, this
coupled with a breakdown of traditional- links with the family,
community and society itself

leaves uncertainty about the

future. t'These factors cornbine to push a growing proportions of
youngsters into the margins of soci-ety" (p.

25 )

. These feelings

of stress and loneliness can lead to aggressive acts.
As a means to expand the conceptual- framework used in this
study, thls literature review included information that defines

youth aggressi-on, and family reunification. It also glanced into
this society's historical trends,' regarding children with
aggressive episodes. to gain a deeper understanding of this

theoretical frameworks used address the juvenile
justice cycle, the developmentai pathways which includes
hehavior and cognitive traits of aggressive childrenr s, the
ecological systems rnodel, anc social learning theory.
Definition of Youth Aq ress]-0n
phenomenon, The

The term "aqgressive chil-dren" has many components and

degrees of viciousness att.ached it.

As indicated earlier, the
terms "youth aggression" and "violent youth" were used
interchangeably through out this thesis. Borduin and Schaeffer

998, suggested that the dimensions of youth behavior share
common psychosocial problems that can help to understand
(1

adol-escent behavior. For the purpose of this Iiterature review
and due to the nature of some of the studies reviewed, to

considered a subject for study a qualifying factor of a
psychiatric diagnosls as defined in the Diagnostic and

fi*gnburg Soltrga LiHrry

be
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Statlstical Manual of Menta1 Disorders (DSM III) was necessary,
Often the diagnostic criteria included oppositional defiant
disorder (Onni, conduct disorder (CD), or attention-deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD ) .
Definition of Transitioning Back Home
The two terms transitloning back home and famity
reunification were intermixed throughout this study. These two
terms pertain to the process of family preservation, which
entails reuniting the youth with thelr biological family and
home after they had been in an al-ternative out-of-home placement
for an extended period of time. The duration of out-of-home
pfacements could be up to one year. Types of out-of-home
placement s j-ncluded f ostercare , t reatment f ost ercare, group
homes, residential treaLment centers, juvenile correctionalplacements, and shelters.
Historical Perspective
During the mid-eighteen hundreds, this country had
experienced an awakening regarding the wellbeing of children.
The onset of the Industrial Era started a reform movement
because of the observed increase of family disruption, child
abuse, neglect, and j u.reni le del inguency (GuI lotta, Adams, &
Montemayor, 1998). This reform has had continuous influence
regarding changes in child welfare, child research, and social
justice. The reformers and varj-ous chitd welfare organj-zatj-ons
began to see chi l-dren as a source of hope ; they were our future
and it was essential that society protect them (Trattner, 1994).
Today child welfare movements continue to transitlon

Transitional Services
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through phases that puI1 from social policy and justice and push
toward rehabilitation and prevention strategies from within the
family structures and environmerrts. Gullotta, et al , (1998)
explai-ns Bernard' s theory of The Cycle of Juvenile Justice (Fiq.
1, page 13) to describe how poricy makers cycle through
approaches to deal with juvenile justice.

This theory balances
between criminal punishment, rehabilitation, and prevention in a
way that tried to maximize the safety and well being of the
public while minimizing costs. Throughout history this cycle
showed a rotation among four points. One point was harsh
punishment or doing nothing. Eventually this shifts to an
unacceptable attitude of society that leads to major reform.
This causes a shift that involves money; at this point the cycle
was known as the middle of the road approach. Then it shifts to
a phase that increases punishment, often taking on a get-tough
approach. From here the cycle Eoes back to having to make the
choice between harsh punishment or do nothing approach.
Figure 1. The Cycle of Juvenile Justice (Bernard,
Harsh Punishment
Or

Do Nothirrg

/
J

Period of

ncreas ing

Harshne

Maj

ss

\

/
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1993)
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A decade ago, this nation witnessed a period that
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had

experienced the highest number of reported violent crimes. It is

this researcher's bel-ief that our society currently is in the
t'middl-e of the road" phase . We seem to be a t ime of closely

coordinating cost management and assessing and eval-uating
treatment programs and services for youth with aggressive
episodes (Gauvain & Haurd, 1 999; Hopfenspergerr 1 999; Corvo,
1991; Steiner & Dunne, 1991; Fraser, 7996)

.

Factors Contributinq to Youth Aggression
Our society's historical- patterns tend to show that family
and societal influences co*exist. This can be compounded by the

biological developrnental stage of adolescence, when youth try to
find autonomy or their own sense of seIf.

The result is often

confusing time for youth. This adjustment in development

a

can

result in the youth becoming very impressionable from both
family pressures and peer influences (Walsh, 1998; Farrington,
Environmental- factors can contribute to an increase in

aggressive t.endencies . Al so social i zat ion with peers and the
commun i t y

can be possible risk factors.

When neighborhoods are

exposed to violence and are characterized as high poverty, risks
f

or children increase (Lober & Hay ,

L99-7

; Fraser ,

1996 )

.

Lower

socio-economj-c status results in different experiences and

conditions of life

(Gullotta, et dl, 1990). Often resources to

Transitional Services
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help cope are not readily available for these youth and their
families.
Impacts of Youth with Aqgressive Episodes

Although all youth endure conflict,

some youth can get

stuck in a pattern of conflict and chaos. This may manifest
itself in youth aggressj-on, chemical use, or criminal- activity,
The pathway for youth aggression tends to spiral-. *'These
pathways of assocj-ati-on indicate that exposure to violence may
produce conditions that promote the learning of violent behavior
as welI as emotional and psychological consequences that
increase the likelihood of aggression" (Corvo , 799-l ; p. 306 ) .
Frequent exposure to f ami ly or coflimunity violence has been
associated with rejection, posttraumatic stress syndrome, anger,
disrupt j-ve or negative interactions, anxiety, depression, and
dissociation (Corvo , 7997 ; Coie, 1996; Farrington, 1996: &
Patterson, 1982 ) . Once a pattern of deviance is establi-shed,
self-esteem often decreases and disruptj-ve behaviors increase
( Hughes, cave11, & Grossman , L991 ; Tiet,
Hector, Bird, Davies,
Hoven, Cohen, Jensen, & Goodman,

1998 )

.

The impact of youth aggression has a ripple effect for it
can also be costly for both the family and society as a whole.

Not only are there the financial burdens from the expense of
treatment centers, but also the destruction of family systems
and corTrmunities (August, L996; Peters & McMahon, 1996). Our

society has struggled with these factors for qenerations, and we
continue to confront these situations. Even though our society

Transitional Services
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violent behavj-or, Namka (1998 ) explains that we need to
develop ways of honoring the innate behavior of aggression while
f inding safe outlets for it. Preventative intervent.ion must
identify those characteristics of children, their families, or
envi-ronments that tend to predict adolescent violence (Coie,
1996) . It is this researcher's belief that we are not to judge
which chi l-dren wi l- I be deemed as hope les s , and that al l- youth
should be given a chance to reduce any aggressive tendencies.
Learning how to resolve conflicts in the home may give the youth
skills to help them resol-ve conflicts in other areas of their
life as well.
condones

Significance of Famif y Reunificatjon

for family .reunification are oriented
toward crisis interventiorrs, They often focus on keeping the
family entact and safe. Family reunification modets are derived
through a service approach as a means to help the family obtaln
necessary resources, develop skills, and connect them to
counsellng services that reframe the family functloning
capabilities and their ability to handle cris j-s situations.
Brown and Litt,le (1990) expl-ained this process as:
Families frequently feel that their identified problem
child is unmanageable, uni-ntelligent, or mentally ill.
Parents often f eel- that they are themselves failures,
deficient and at fault. Parents need to understand that in
most cases they are beset by an illness, a conditionr or a
pattern that can be responsibly controlled and positively
transformed through their own understanding, behavior, and
Programs designed

Transitional Services
action (p.

27)

11

.

Family reunification models often offer a format of
structure through approaches that apply social learning

and

behavioral theories. Such approaches assist parents to obtain
accurate set of expectations for their children. Through

an

modeling and shaping the family can feet an increase in their

self-esteem, and they can learn alternate problem solving
strategies. The youth also can experj-ence a decrease in parental
rejection thus reduce their imputse to act aggressively
(Dowrick, 1986).

Theoretical Frameworks usei in Literature
This literature review investigated exi-sting research
studies and theories pertaining to developmental phases,
interlectual levels, family interactions, and social
environments that blended the concepts of biological,
environmental factors, adverse Iife events, and family structure
that could increase the tendency f or aggres s i-ve int eract ions in
some chi ldren . The studies incl-uded developmental pathways,
cognitive abilities, ecological systems, and the social learning
theory.
Developmental Pathways
Developmental pathways is a perspective that emphasizes the

process of understanding the different stages of the Iife cycle
and life events that manifest aggression. Loeber & Hay (1997)

indicate that developmental pathways is an individual process
that progresses through an orderly sequence from infancy to

Transitional Services
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adulthood. This perceptive recognizes there are contributing
factors for aggressive acts; including temperamental, emotional,
and cognitive abilities that can be either precursors or cooccurring conditions that may l_ead to aggression.
Developmental pathways also identify how individuals adjust
and adapt according to the individual's perception of self or
self-efficacy and resiliency. From a developmental perspective,
learning to solve problems with out f orce or vi-olence i s a
critical element of socialization (Fraj-zer, 1996). The
developmental theory becomes an important concept for
understanding the variables of aggressive acts and moral
j udgement among chil-dreir. According to Winnicott, Shepard, and
Davis (1984) addressing the topic of aggression in children also
deals with recognizinE the developing chiId, and the process of
family life and family stressors. Therefore the development
process becomes a factor when assessing a child's
aggressiveness.

Life stages

l-n

rel-at ion to aggres s ion .

Peo ple

follow

a

of stages as they develop from birth to death.
Examining Erickson's psychosocial development model, there is a
correlation between the adolescent stage of identity verses
identity confusion with dri escalation of aggressive interaction
among 14-77 year o1ds. This is a transitional- life phase when an
adolescent is trying to balance being independent from their
family with the struggles of personal identity. In this state of
identity confusion for youth one of the outcomes can be
aggression (Ashford, LeCroy, & Lottie , 799'7 ; Lewi s and Mi1ler,
sequence
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1990). Youth who have not developed a positive sense of self

tend to shcw patterns of disruption, anger, or depression. As
these individuals get older they try more devious ways to get
others to believe in their own self-projected image of failure
(

Collins,

1992) .

Loeber & Hay (1997) point out that aggressive acts of youth

with age during childhood and
adolescence. Effective programming takes into account at what
point it becomes best to intervene, this lncludes knowJedge
about the ages at which risk factors become more prominent
(Farrington, 1996) ; Thus there is a relationship between
developmental ordering airci st.rategie.s for coping with anqer,
frustrati-on, and aggression. According to Patterson (1982), the
child's self-perception eventually develops into an extremely
negative vj-ew of their family and peers and, in time, this
attitude is then reflected onto the entir:e social system.
Intel-l-ect in relation to aggression. When considerin Yu
rel-ationship between a child's exposure to conflict and
aggressive acts, the variables of a child's cognitive
interpretations and emotional reactions should be noted (Loeber
& Hay, L991 ). According to Thompson (1988), emotions are an
important part of development because they shape the experiences
of the developing individual. The cognitive approach is based on
the notion that thinking is an integral component of emotions
and behavior. By understanding human functioning, it is believed
that the client can be challenged to assess and change their
thinking patterns that result i-n dysfunctional forms of
show a gradual increase

t\f,
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emotions, behaviors, and probl-em solving techniques (Lantz,

1996). The cognitive skil1s utilized for processing decisionmaking is difficult

to measure because cf individual definitions
of a problematlc situation" Nevertheless, there is data that
explores the relationship between higher educational
accomplishments with lower incidents of aggression and an
increase of resiliency. Such studies lndicate academic
achi-evement, physical health, and soclal adj ustments are f actors
for posltive child development (Andrew & Ben-Arieh, 1999) . Most
of the material- and studies that were used in this literature
review refer to the assoclation of lower intelligence being a
f actor f or j-ncreased agEression in chi ldren (Gullotta et dI . ,
1993; Loeber & Hay, L99l; Matthys et al., 1999; Tiet, et dI.,
1 998; Winnicott, 1 9B 4 ) .
Ecological

S

ystems ModeI

The ecological systems theory is a perspective that allows

a social worker to take a step back and obtain a holistic view,
a homeostas j-s or balanced perspective, of the environmental
var j-ables that can inf luence anci shape a chi l-d' s behavior. These
social structures can be both sources of support and also
sources of oppression (Ashford, €t al., 1997 ) . The ecological
perspect.ive focuses on the social interactions of the family,
peer group, and community. This researcher believes that it is
from acknowledging these external factors that one can better
comprehend the complexity of families, and grasp an awareness of
how these factors interact with youth and their family system.
This model also recognizes how these factors impact aggressive
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tendencies, as well as their environment.

This theory incorporates a multi-dimensional perspeg;ive of
an individual. One level represents self and family (micro
leveI ) , another leveI includes peers and the school environment
(messo level ) , and a third level refers to the larger
institutions r policies, and history (macro leveI ) . A11 of these
levels interact with and are factors that encompass aggressive
children. Understanding these levels can hiqhlight what 1s
influencing and connecting either a support.ive or a chaotic
environment (Ashford, et aI., 7991). Nicol (1998) points out
that environmental factors are important in the development of
youth with aggressive tendencies.. T'hus environmental inf l-uences
can contribute to establishing resifiency and coping strategies.
Family and social functioning factors. Famil y ]-s an
important social environment that can either facilltate or
hinder the developing social competency in youth (Gul1otta, et
dl, 1990). The nature of family and its structure shape the
development and behavior of chi 1dren (Gauvain & Huard , Lg99;
Fraser, 1996; Earrington, L996; Thompson, 198B ) . Dowrick ( 1986)
states the importance of positive parental role models as a
means of Cecreasing childhood aggression. Lax parental
supervision has been consistently thought to be a source of
youth delinquency or antisocial behavior (Tiet et aI., 1998) .
This is reiterated by Clazirio (1997), Earrington (1996), and
Frasier (1996), they indicate that the most important risk
factors for youth that offend j-nclude poor skills in parenting,
supervision, and management, low intelligence, and separation
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from parents. This al-so affects family factors such as the

perspective of context of rules, interaction and parentalmonitoring, ethnicity, and gender (Gullotta, et df., 1990).
Reunification factors. Due to the complexity and unique
nature of individual families, family reunification is difficutt
and delicate work (Brown & Little,

. This is a transitional
phase for the family system. Reunification becomes a process of
hierarchical reordering eliminating past conflicts and
patterns by helping the family change to provide safety for allits members (Nicols & Schwa rtz, 7998; Combrinck-Graham, 1 995 ) .
Frequently ambivalent feelings are present when changes are made
with a family ::ules and structures. Of,te n the famif y' s mood is
mixed during family reunificatlon; the members may experience
the desire to be together, the fear of reunion itself, and the
fear of failure.
Cul-tura] factors. Reunification is a sensitive process, and
cul-turaI i-ssues must be understood and integrated into the
family plan for youth who are transitioning back home. (Brown &
Little, 1990) . We are reminded by Walsh ( 1998 ) that the Western
concept of family is a diversified structure that needs to be
expanded to include a variety of family experiences and
1990)

supports:
We

must beware of the myth of family self-reliance that has

grown out of society's individualistic

strain. The major
problems of famil-ies today largely reflect difficuJties in
adaptation to the social and economic upheaval of recent
decades and the responsiveness of }arger community and
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societal i-nst itutions . These st.ruct.ural problems make it
difficult for families to sustain mutual support and
control over their lives (p. 101) .
As social workers, ethically we must incorporate the
individuals point of reference from their ethnic structure (Lum,

Providing support to youth, from the ecological
perspective of families functioning in cris j-s, it is important
not to undermine the impact of family and social- influences as
wel-l as diverse cultural- conditions and environments.
1996) .

Social Learning Theory
Social l-earning theory is of ten con j oined with cognitive
theories. The premise of social Learning theory is that
individuals learn moral behavj-or (both positive and negative
behaviors) tnrough development and social interactions.
Ashford, €t al. (1997) suggest that through observational
l-earning, or their social role models, personality is developed.
Behavior can be learned, thus imitated, from parents, siblings,
and peers. Bandura (1973) refers to this as modeling influences;
the expression of learned aggressive responses is regulated by
the actions of others . Perry, Perry, & Bol-di zar ( 1990 ) explain
that social learning theory include the concept of encoding
aggressive behavj-or into memory and rules of conduct; aqqress ion
then becomes a l-earned response when a child is deprived. They
also state "Children Iearn the typical consequences for
aggressive acts partly through observation and partly through
personal experience" (p. 135 ) .
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Aggression relates to survival, in that these behaviors are
presented as models for solutions to problems (Patterson, 1982).

of the studies in this titerature review focus on social
learning as a process of socialization and thus forms an
understanding to patterns of deviant behavior. It is also
believed that behavior is maintained by its consequences (Nicols
and Schwartz, 1998 ) . Herbert ( 1989) discussed that when children
l-earn inappropriate responses the consequence i s that they f ai I
to learn appropriate behavior. This is a common theme reflected
in recent as wel-l as older publ-ications adverse social
experiences are a precursor to aggressive tendencies.

Many

SurTrmary

Theoretical and empirica] works in this literature review
examined the first research question by Jooking into the
historical content of youth aggression in our society. It
examined Benard's theory of juvenile justice as a means to
comprehend how this society reacts and responds to the problem
of deviant juvenj-les. Also reviewed was the development of
adolescents and factors such as cognitive development, social
Iearning, and environmental situations that influence and shape
adolescent behavior.
The second research question was addressed by investigating

the importance of reuniting youth with their f arnily, The f amily
unit was found to be the foundation in the development of youth.
The research suggested that the distinct topics of youth
aggressj-on and family reunification had similar factors that
could infl-uence youth behavior, family structure, and family
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.

This ]iterature review also supported the notlons that
adolescent development is complex, and family relationships are
key components that impact youth aggression and their coping
abilities. When addressing late onset aggression, havi-ng a
broader context to support all developmental pathways and social
groups are essential for successful intervention. Some
strategies and interventions designed to decrease aggressiveness
in children included addressing problem-solving strategies,
anger management, and parental trainlng. Many studles reviewed
placed credence on the dedicated involvement from both the
family unit and coinmunity involvement as factors that reduced
youth aggression and promoted a smoother reunification process.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY

This research was conducted at Anoka County's

Human

Services Division in the Family Support Servj-ces unit.
Research Questions

This study primarily addressed two questions:
(1

) Does Transitional Services assist in lessening client.

aggression during their participation in the program?

(2) Is the family reunificaticn process considered to

be

smoother with involvement from Transitional Services?
Research Design

This research was based on the design of a process
evaluation. According to Patton (1987), process evaluations
focus on the strengths and weakness of a program, and how the
program's outcomes are produced through the perspectives of
staff and/or participants. By way of a program evaluation ( see
Appendix D), a questionnaire was sent to Anoka County social
workers. The goal of this research was to investigate how
Transitional Services approached the needs of its clients with
aggressive tendencies, and if family reunification was enhanced.
A voluntary, eudlitative questionnaire focused on acquiring a
deeper understanding from referring social workers regarding the
Transitional Services process; the strengths, weaknesses, and
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attitudes about the implementation of this program. The format
of the questionnaire included closed-ended questions, open-ended
questions, and Likert scale ratings to gain descriptive and rich
responses about reunification, and if clients decreased
aggression while participating in the program. To affirm face
validity, the Transitional Services supervisor previewed the
quest ionnaire

.

ect SeIecLion
The participants selected were social workers in Anoka
County's iluman Services Division who had referred clients to
Transitional Services, This included workers in Children' s
Mental- Health, Child Protection, Family Services East, and
Family Services West. There wel:e a total. of twenty-nine (29)
social workers that were considered qualified under these
criteria.
Ethical and Liability Considerations
The rational for using this subj ect popul-ation is based on
their knowledge, expertise, and continuity with the youth after
Transitional Services has ceased. The youth and their families
were not participants due to ethical- dilemmas regarding the
implications of liability risk from obtaining research directly
from children. Furthermore, obtaining an adequate sample base
from the families would produce challenges due to the multitude
of family stressors that they were enduring; this in turn could
have presented issues concerning j-nvasion and privacy rights Consent and Confidentiality of Participants
Consent from the agency was granted prior to the beginning
Subj
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of the study. A l-etter f rom the agency stated permission for
the researcher to conduct the study (see Appendix E). The
participants were given a consent form that outl-ined the purpose
of the study, its procedures, the voluntary nature of the study,
its risks and benefits, and confidentiality measures. By
participating in the questionnaire, they consented to be a part
of this research and that the responses may be quoted in the
findings of this study. No signature was required
(See Appendix F)

.

Content Analysis
The basic purpose of content analysis was to organize and

simplify data i-nto meaninqful and rnanageable categories (Patton,
1987). The data collected from this study was analyzed, and
interpreted into patterns and themes from the qualitative
findings as it pertained to the interventions of Transitional
Services regarding youth aggression and family reunification.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS OF STUDY RESULTS

The findings reflect the reoccurring patterns and themes

through the perceptions of the respondents (social workers)
have a relationship to the program ( Patton , 7987 ) . The data

who

examined t-he two research questions; how Transitional Services'

assisted the clients it served to lessen their aggressive
tendencies , and the f act.ors that promote a smoother fami 1y
reunification with involvement from Transitional Services.
Twenty-nj-ne (29) questionnaires were mailed; five
ionnaires we.re roturned. Even thr:ugh the return rate was
lot^i, seventeen percent (178), the responses did show consistent
patterns that were comparable with the reviewed literature.
quest

The data was organized into two categories. The first

focusing

on the youth referred to Transitional Services. These findings
included the most frequent reasons for the youths' referral, the

factors that may have lessened youth aggression, and the
program' s performance for lessening youth aggression. The
second category was family reunification,
The essence of the
second research question examj-ned the family stressors, the
factors that may have influence a smoother transitj-on, and the
program's performance for facilitating a smoother transition
back

home.

Clients in Transitional Servi-ces
The themes from the response were reasons for client
referrals, fdctors that lesson clients aggression, and
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Transitional Services performance for lessening aggression.
Reasons for Client Referral-s
The ref erred cl- ient s were as ses sed based on the needs
indicated by the referring social worker. The services provided
often mutually correspond with a lessening of the clients'
tendency for aggressive behavior while they were enrolled in the
program. The reasons for referrals to Transitional- Services
were ranked, by the respondenLs, in the following order of
importance (1) Peer and social support, (2) Eamily support,
( 3 ) Recreational and community resources, ( 4 ) Independent living
skills, (5) Advoca:cy. and (6) CHIPS (Chil-dren in need of
protection servi-ces) .
Support Services Provided b y Transitional Services
Transitional Services provides support in the arenas of
youth support, family support, and community support. The
respondents were asked to indicate which support service was
deemed as the most beneficial for the clients.
Four out of the five respondents indicated that youth
support was the most beneficial service provided for the
clients. The intensity of the client relationship with the
Transitional- Service worker was viewed as an important resource
for the client. One respondent stated *'Many of my children do
better if they know someone cares enough to keep an eye on them.
AIso they look forward to the one-to-one time with an adul-t".
Only one respondent stated family support as the most beneficialservice. This respondent reported "Due to mental health issues;
helping the parent/child understand appropriate roles within the
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famiLy."
Factors That Lessen C1ient's Aggressj-ve Episodes
Questj-ons that sought qualitative responses about what.

types of factors and family stressors the respondents felt were
important for reducing cl-ient aggression were organized into two
themes: youth skills and family structure. Youth skills refer to
the youth finding al-ternative coping methods, and structure

refers to family dynamlcs . Table I ( see page 31 ) reflects these
two themes and the common patterns in the respondents'
responses.

t'Providing them with alternatives, re-thinkingr frdking good
judgements" was mentioned as factors that could lessen clients
aggressive tendencies. It was consistently stated that
developing skiIls in youth, such as problem solving strategies
and anger management ski11s, helped to reduce aggressive

episodes among youth, In response to factors that lessen
aggression, one respondent stated t'Al-ternative ways to handle

their anger. Many fyouth] have only seen aggression as the way
to express anger".
The factor of family structure was also a reoccurring
factor that impacted youth and aggression, including how the
family responds to conflict, stress, and parenting skills.
One respondent replied'*Kids who are aggressive tend to be
highly reactive to stress. Down time is crisis time for a lot of
aggressive kids. They Iyouth] a]so lack internal structure
needed to provide for them externally in order to feel safe, and
capable or confident in their environment", Another respondent
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addressed skills development for the youth and the family by

stating, "The underlying probl-ems do not change quickly (mental
health probl-ems, p€rsonality issues ) , so each party has to use
new skills to work with existing issues".
Tab1e 1.
Factors That Lessen Client Aggressj-on
Theme s

Responses

Youth Skills:

Alternative ways to handle anger.

Family Structure:

Increased internal structure.
Decreased unstructured time.

Making good decisions/judgements.
Coping methods.

Irnproved parenting skills.

Transitional- Services Perforrnance for Lessening Aggression
By using a Likert Scal-e rating (poor, fa:-r, goodr or
excellent) participants were asked to rate if Transitional

Services' assisted in decreasing risk factors pertaining to
youth aggression in the home. Four out of the five respondents
rated Transitional Services as *'good"; one respondent rated the
program's performance as "fair" for assisting in decreasing
youth aggression in the home.
As indicated earlier I a predominating strength of this
programr that was emphasized, was the quality of the
rel-ationship or the connection established between the
Transitional- Services worker and the client. '*The relationship
is often critical to the youths willingness and ability to
progress further- therefore the individual supportive
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seems most important. "

Another theme presented was this program's ability

to connect

youth to positive community supports and resources. One
respondent noted "The youth progresses to working actively

on

coflrmunity integrat j-on". Another respondent indicated that prior

to Transitional Services. 'tYouth does not have
resources/supports outside the family". This study's findings
were consistent with one of the program's objectives, which was
to bridge the gap between youth returning home from an out-ofhome placement and the coflrmunity resources.
family Reunification
Questions pertaining to family reunification were designed
to obtain qualitative responses. From the responses, data was
accumulated regarding the factors that either promote or
interfe re with a successful t.ransition back home. This study
organi- z ed these variables into two themes; family stressors, and
fact ors that contributed to a smoother transition hack home.
Fami 1y

Stressors

The respondents listed several factors that impacted the

families functioning. This was supported by environmental and
developmental influences stated in the literature review. The
findings were divided into two family stressors themes- parental
influence and behavioral patterns. (See Table 2, page 34). Four
of the five respondents indicated the importance of the youth
and their famlly preparedness to work on their relationships.
Parental influences that were repeatedly stated as fam11y
stressors were single parenting, substance abuse,
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psychopathology or mental health issues, dfrd incidenLs of

negl-ect or abuse. Examples of the respondents comments include
*'Al-cohol

ism is chronic in this

amiIy, has created parental
children, shamer non-trusting parent/child relatlonship", and
"Si-ngle parent families- may affect Iaggressive] episodes
because child not. getting needs met due to many stresses the
parent faces trying to provide for the fam11y. Chemical
dependency- child is neglected/abused."
Behavior patterns that were identified as fam1ly stressors
were defined as behavioral regression, and the return of old
patterns . One respondelrt reported, " Families are slow to change
old patterns that contribute Lo pro,bt.em behaviors in the first
place". Another respondent addressed the infl-uence of
behavioral patterns as "When a cirild returns home from a
placement families may not have made changes, but the child has.
The family is nervous about the chitd returning home and this
stress is felt by the child, thus promoting return of old
f

behaviors . "

Table 2.
Themes

Parental Influence:

Identified Family Stressors
Re

spon se s

Chemical- Dependency/
Alcohol i sm.
Single parent ing ,

Mental health issues.
Neglect or abuse.
Behavior Patterns:

IlI prepared for the
Client's return
( 1"t order change
Client' s behavioral
regression.

)
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Factors That fnfluence a Smoother Transition Home
The process for generating a smooth and successful- family

reunification was recognized as a commitment from the family and
c11ent to work toward " j-mproved relat ionships" . The patterns in
the f indings were arranged j-nto three groups: youth assurance I
family relationships, and community resources. Youth assurance
incl-uded responses such as the need f or youth to " f eel saf e",
and to be supported in a manner that the yout.h were "not left to
their own devices".
The results repeatedly mentioned the importance of
i-mproved family rel-atioliships as factor for promoting a smooth
transition. This theme pcints tc the j-mportance of stronger
cofirmunication, the ability to handle stress and conflict in a
"healthy manner", and to 'tprepare them [both the fami ly and the
youthl to develop new responses to o1d patterns". One respondent
explained a smooth transition as: "Youth goes back home. Stays
there for an extended period of time, even though there may be a
few bumps."

A third influence for promoting a smooth transition back
home was indicated as connecting the clients to community
resources. As previously discussed, this was the third most
common reason clients were referred to Transitional Services.
One respondent reported "Youth does not have resources/supports
outside the famiLy". Some of the respondents referred to the
importance of attending school, and the value in the activity
groups that were conducted through Transitional Services.
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Transitional- Services Performance in Reunification
This study as ked the respondents to eval-uate the support
services offered by this program. These services are designed to
lessen client aggression and to promote a smoother transition
back home. By using a Likert Scale, these program services were
rated f rom excel-l-ent to poor. For the purpose of this study, the

support services were organized into six areas: Soclal ski11s,
stress management, self advocacy, problem solving skitts, goaJ

setting, and increasing family relationships. (See Chart 1. ). It
is noted that some of the categories shown on this table do not
have a sum of five (n:5). This was the result of some
partlcipants not rating each category.
Chart
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Transitional Services
Transitional Servj-ces performed highest in goal setting;
four out of f ive indicated this service as excel-l-ent.
Increasing family relationships was ranked as the weakest
service provided. It was also the only category that was rated
"fair"; all the other five categories received t'good" or
t'excellent" scores.
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CHAPTER F]VE

D]SCUSSION AND IMPLICATION

The findings of this program process evaluati-on suggested

that Transitional Services was beneficial 1n assisting with a
lessening cl-ient aggression while they were enrol-led in the
program. This study also indicated that Transitional Services
was meeting its objective to promote a smoother transition back
home. ft is important to note that the youth and families
involved with Transitional Services were constantly growirg,
adapting, and changing as they interacted with societal
influences. Knowing this, it was difficult to accurately depict
the degree of this program impact.
Limitations of This Studv
This study was not exempt from limitations, First, and
foremost, was the threat to validity due to the low return rate.
According to Patton (1997), evaluations can provoke past
experiences, negative associations, and strong emoti-ons . This
may have played a factor in the poor return rate. To validate
this studyr more longitudinal research would be helpful for
investigating Transitional Services' outcomes and interventions
that contribute to the lessening of client aqgression and
providing a smoother family reunificat j-on process.
Another limitation in this study was the population that
received the questionnaire was limited to referring social
workers. The purpose of this was due to high liability risks
when researching youth. Even though society shows cycles of how
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to act and react to childhood aggression, as social- workers we
need to ]earn more regarcling how a chi lci feeIs, thinks, and
responds to aggressiveness interactions. The research topic is
about children, but too frequently ethically sound research
presents data that is represented by adult opinion. This is,
however, understood due to the high probability of increasing
risk factors of vulnerable youth and their families.
Unfortunately youth are often excludedr or their voices go
unheard. This study was conducted with the same error, for the
same reasons of high liabil-ity,
consequently contj-nuing this
cyc1e.

s study was designed to obtai-n the ref erring social
workers perspective of Transitional- Services because this
researcher was interested in obtaining the perspective from the
profession of social work. This bias Iimited the subject
population since juvenile correction officers also refer youth
to the program. Even though these two fj-elds tend to have
different perspectives and lnterventions strategies for youth at
risk and their fami]ies, these two systems do work in
collaboration with Transitional Services to ensure safety and
stabili zaLion during the youth' s return home. Future studies
would benefit by including both of these perspectives.
The research examined prior to this study implied that
different socio-economic fevels could affect behavior outcomes.
The impact of socio-economics was not mentioned as a factor in
the responses to study. This researcher wonders if the
respondents repeated exposure to famj-1ies in the lower socioThi
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Research indicated

that the socio-economic status affected child-.rearing
techniques. Family stressors such as low socio-economics status
influenced the parent-child exchange pattern. Lower socioeconomic levels t.end to prepare their children for the
challenges of survival familiar to that level of social
hierarchy experience.
Streneths of This Stud v
This study confirmed that Transitional Services was
perceived as a t'valuable service". It validated the importance
of providing mentoring relationships, family support, and
colTimunity support f or youth at rl s k . Thi s program was al- so
viewed as a support that was able to "keep an eye" on the youth,
and relationships between the worker and the client was
considered *tcritica1". The literature noted the role of a
significant person in the Iife of an abused or neglected child
is important, and that children who had positive support tended
to have fewer conflictual- relationships. This type of
rel-ationship could be a recognized as a component of resiliency
that may contribute to a decrease of youth experiencing negative
consequences.

A key finding in this study did indicate that family
structure and environmental factors tend to contribute to youth
and aggression. These f indings were al-so consistent with the
exist.ing literature. The literature indicated and this study
found there are common themes that decrease youth's aggressive
tendencies. Among these themes were family structure,
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This study identified agents that helped with both the
reduction of aggression and the family reunification process.
These f actors incl-uded developing coping behaviors, problemsolving ski11s, and the importance of family and community
influences. Transitional Services was viewed as being a bridge
to colTlmunity support systems. These themes were in accordance
with Transitional- Services primary goals to ensure
stabilizaLion when youth return home, to provide support, and to
empower youth to utilize community based resources.
Implications for Social Work Practlce
Although common themes existed in both the reviewed
Iiterature and this study regarding both youth aggression and
also family reunification, i c is important to stress that client
cases were treated individually and every family situation was
different. This was supported by llterature that suggested a
strong support should be available to youth as a means to help
them effectively deal with disturbing feelings such as
helplessness, anger, and anxiety that may put them at risk or
increased isolation.
Program Evaluations in Social Work
Program process eval-uations are vital for the social work
profession. They are a means to report and understand a
program' s merit and progress. Society is enLitled to know if
programs are helping youth at risk and their families. When a
youth become a part of the social servj- ce system they may be
exposed to a wide venue of problems and servj-ces.
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Interrelationships among social, problems can make it more
difficult to know which are the causes and which are the
indicators, or when and how it is best to intervene. This adds
to the challenging process of determining the value or quality
of a program. One respondent pointed at the differences of
philosophy families and professionals face when working with
Transit ional Services ' c} ient s . This was in reference to factors
that can impede a smooth transition, they reported an
interfering factor was when "professionals can not agree with
one another". Ethicallyr we must ask How can we determine
quality? Especially when quality is closely tied to human
interactions that are not easily judged.
Implicat.ions with Client-s and Aggressive Tendencies
Thi s research recognized the value in the role of a cari-ng
worker. The intensity of the relationship, between the
Transitional Services worker and the client, can provide youth
with aggressive episodes support and hope when facing crisis
that they may encounter as they develop through ado1escence.
This relationship can provide a source of stabilization and
direction for the client. Cognitively most youth know the ruIes,
but what gets lost is how they are to respond socially to the
rules, i . e . moral reasonlng, and problem solving .
The findings in this study showed environmental factors as
a theme that may influence aggressive tendencies. The most
crit ical environmental f actor was the parent child rel-ationship .
This relationship has a great influence on a youth's social and
emotional development. The types of relationships established
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were crj,tlcal for both aggression preventlon efforts and also
developing a sense of bel-onging f or the cl ient s, which can give

affirmation to their identity. The literature indicated that
more research is needed to learn how attitudes and aggression
are f ormed, YeL it was beli-eved that the youths' developmental
pathways, sociali zation, and envj-ronmental inf luences have
hrouqht them to this pIace. As social workers we have an ethicat
challenge when working with youth at risk
to meet them where
they are, not where we think they should be.
Implications with Reunification
Transitional- Services provides intensive support services
for the client to help the family through the reunification
process. Programs designed to keep the family entact are
clearly less expensive than :nstitutional:-zation. The goal of
reunification is to maintain a sense of unity, but established
family patterns are challenging to change. The process of
reuniting the family can pose stressful conditions. If the
family struggles or is il1 prepared for the process of second
order change (changes in the rul-es of the systems structure ) ,
often aggresslon is the reaction. At this point, another
residential placement may be a necessary solutj-on for youth that
are out of control and/ or at risk for harming themselves or
others.

Family reunification is a transitional peri-od, a turning
point for the entire family. As the family heals it is
important to recognize that "a crisis signals the end of
something, and the beginning of something else" (Hersen, Kazdin
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& Bellack, 1983; p.]13) . Oddiy enough this servj-ce, to increase

family relationshipsr was ranked low by the respondents. (See
Chart 1., p. 36). This may be an area that Transitional
Services needs to reevaluate. Not only this study, but also the
existing literature made repeated references to the importance
of family relationships as a component that facilitates a
lessening of cl1ent aggression and a smoother transition home
process. Based on these findings r a future consideration for
Transitional- Services woul-d be to provide more direct work with
the family by incorporating clientlfamily meetings. These
sesslons would be a time to monitor and check-in with the
family. This would provide a means to evaluate, support, and
assist with the family' s changing internal structure. It would
be beneficial if the fam11y sessions met twice a month to
enhance the monit.oring of the client/family interactions, and to
maintain Transit j-onal Services ' high standards of establishing
relat ionships .
Connection Between Client Aqqression and Famil y Reunification
The findings of this proqram process evaluation indicated
that the factors for lessening client aggression and the factors
for family reunification are intertwined in a manner that
suggested they rmpact each other simultaneously. First, the
development of client skiIls, improving judgement, and coping
methods, were viewed as helpful for lessening aggression. These
factors correlated to the behavior patterns, such as being i11
prepared for the return home, that were al-so identified as
family stressors that impacted the clients reunification
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process.

Secondly, the changing family sLructure was indicated as
inf luence that l-essened client aggression. This included an

an

increase 1n the internal structure, more structured time for the
cl-ient at home, and i-mproving parenting sklll-s. These were

factors that also were identified as family stressors that
impact reunification. This study found that if the internalstructure was challenged by problems of substance abuse, single
parentingr or mental health issues then such issues might
interfere with the process of family reunification.
Finally, thi-s study suggested that the services and
interventions provided by Transitionat Services do make a
critical dif ference in t.he l1ves of youth. Based on the
findings' Transitional Services was viewed as a hetpful- agent
for lessening youth aggression while clients were enrolled in
the program. Transitional- Servi-ces al-so was found to assist
clients with the process of reunif icat j-on by providing client I s
with support and community resources as they transitioned back
home.
Summary

is a difficult

time for youth as they are
confronted with environmental pressuresr biotogicat, and
cognitive development. The examination of the interventions and
treatment programs designed for youth with aggressive episodes
is rare. This is a crj-tica1 task that continues to challenge not
only practitioners, but also researchers because "society does
in fact get very caught up with this curj-ous thing about
Adol-escence
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adolescents: the mixture of defiance and dependence which
character j- zes them" (Winnicott,

198 4 , p

.752) . When an adolescent

is in crisis or engaging in aggressive behavior, as social
workers we need to remember that they are still children who are
often learning and ref lecting envj-ronmental situations.
Transitional Services was shown to be a proactive program that
addressed the clients behavior directly while providing support
that challenged clients in a fashion that promoted hope and
growth,
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ferral Date:

Client Name:
Case #/Family #:

oc.Sec. #:

DoB:-Gender:.EthnicGroup:-ReceivedMHAssess:Mof her:

Addressr

honc:

}Vk. Ph:

hone:

wk.

.

Father:
Address:.
PO/SW:
Discharge Datellocntion

Ph:-

hone:-Current

Placement:
hone:
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HomeSchooI/Dist.#:-CurrentGrade:-AtGrarIeLevel:
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Level:

EBD Services
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Dropped Out Of School
School Behavior Problem

Maltreatment Determination
Adjudicated Offender
CHIPS Youth

Criminal

H
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Previous iV[H Treatment
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edical Insurance:
PtH Diagnosis:
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flFinancial
trEmployment UTransPonation
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DPsychoiogical
CHousing
CChemical
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CResources
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IEducational

EDnvers Education

CInd. Living ERecreational
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DParenting

fllce Use OnlY
Accepted Dlte:
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Dischurgr: Dittc:
....,
- .
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orrectioneUsecure (2) Shelter

(6) Parental

pital

.

Date Sr:ryiscs Tcrntin:rted:

(3) Foster

llome

Homes

(7) Relative

Elome

(.t) Rulc 5 (Res. T.t Homes)
(8) CD Treatment

(10)Iudepend.Liviug(l1)other[Friend,Run,etc)

roup Home
placement.expected to be

srge Cod.s: (Circle)

Denied:

.
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-
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I RB Approva

I

MEMO
January 14,2000

TO: Ms. Lyla

Peterson

FROM: Dr. Lucie Ferrell, IRB Chair

RE: Your IRB

Proposal

Thank you for your prornpt response to IRB concerns und issues. Your stLldy, "Anoker
County's Transitions Program - Program Process Evaluation," is approved and is given
IRB approval number 99-68-2. Please use that number on all written materials and
written correspondence relative to your study.

Your I'esearch shoulcl prove rnost inlormative und will certainly make u corrtribution to
social work practice. We wisll you every success in your endeavor.
LF:lmn

c:

Dr'. Curt Paulserr, Aclvisor
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Requesting Permission to Conduct Study
November 2, 1999

Mr. Gregg Gillette
Family & Children' s Services Manager
Anoka County Government Center
5trr FIOOr

2100 3'd Avenue
Anoka, MN 55303
Dear Mr. Gillette,
My name is Lyla Peterson. l am a student in the Master's of Sociat Work
program at Augsburg Cotlege. Presently, I am completing an internship with Anoka
County in the Family Support Services Department.

am writin$ to you to obtain your permission to conduct a survey/study, in the
Family Support Services Department, to be included as part of rny Master's of Social
Work thesis. This survey will be in the form of a voluntary questionnaire. ttwill
inquire about decreasing youth's aggressive episodes as they are reunited with their
families with the support from Transitional Services. Findings from existing studies
suggest the importance of providing support services for families who have a
member that is aggressive. Anoka County's Transitional Services shows that it is a
proactive county regarding family seruices.
!

Participant eligibility will be based on the criteria of being a social worker who
has utilized Transitional Services. Measures will be taken to ensure the participants
anonymity and confidentiality. The guestionnaire will be given to the social workers
at the beginning of December 1999, in hopes that they are returned by the end of
December 1999.
The data collected from this qualitative study will be compared to Anoka
County's existing data from the Adolescent Services Grant with Severe Emotional
Disturbances and Violent Behavior (SED). The SED data will be based on the 1gg8
docu mentation.
lf you agree to thisstudy, please send me a confirmation letter, by November
10, 1999, statingthatAnoka Countyagrees to parlicipate in this study. lf you have
any questions, I can be contacted at (612) 533-3694.

Sincerely,

Lyla Peterson

cc: Cindy Cesare
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COIJI{TY OFAI{OKA
HUMAN SERVICES DIVISIOI{
Community Social Services &
Mental Health Department

Covernment Centcr r 2100 3rd Avenue o Anoka MN 55303-2264
612-422-7000 r TDD: 612-323-6166 r Fax'. 617-422-69871612-422-6929

'Achicvc

November 4, 1999

783-490e

'Adult Mental Healtlr
422-"1070

Lyla Peterson
Student
School of Social Work
Augsburg College

'Chernical Health
422-7070

'Child

Care Assistartce
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Progratn/Placc lncn I

4??-1014

.S

an area we are interested in and we welcome the opportunity to
somebody study any aspect of the effectiveness of our programs.

upporl

You have my permission to conduct your study, feel free to ask for assistance
from Cindy or me if need it.

rirrr Scrvrcts
422-7070
Voluntccr .Scrviccs
422-7089
ulnerablc Adults

422-'il68

have

I understand there are no confidentiality issues involved as no client names
will be use in the study. I, also, understand that you will be receiving guidance
from Cindy Cesare as it peilains to any policy or ethical issues that may arise
in the process of doing this study.

Licensing-Child Care
422-7

I understand you would like to do a study as part of your Master's Degree
Thesis which involves interviewing social workers who have used transition
services for a client. You are trying to detennine if a youths aggressive
episodes decrease as a result of using Transitional Services. This is certainly

Sincerelv.
r'

I

0
h,^
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h*r-L*-'[l-f
r

'.-\\

Gregg Gillett MSW LICSW
Program Manager
Farnily and Children Services

Affirmative Action / Equal Opportunity Employer
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L

Tra ns_ition-a!. Services Eva I uation
Dear guestion naire pafticipant,
We would like you to answer a few guestions regarding Transitional Services and the services

it

provides foryouth. This questionnaire is private and confidential. The results will be reported in
my maste/s of social work thesis and to my internship supervisor, Cindy Cesear. Please return
the completed questionnaire by January 2L,2000, in the enclosed envelope, to the Family
Support Services Depaftment Your help is geatly appreciatedl

Fortfie following questions (1..3), lam interested in background information about
the clients and families that you have refierred fior Transitional Services.

1.

Rate the three most common reasons that you refer clients for Transitional Services.
(1 being the most common and 3 being the least common)
Anger management

CHIPS (Children in need

of

protection services)
Corrections,/ offend er ma n dated
Recreationa l/Com m u n ity resou rces
Cultural awareness

Mental health services
Family support

Peer/ social support
Problem-solvi ng ski I ls

Advocacy

Independent living skills
Bereavem enly' Ioss su pport
0ther (specify)

Transpoftailon

SpiritualiU

2.

Ust some of the family stressors that families in Transitional Services endure, and explain
how these may, or may not, affect the youth's aggressive episodes.

3.

What do you feel contributes to the youth's continued participation in Transitional Services?

The following questions (4-11) will address your thoughts and impressions of the
senrices provided by Transitionat Services.

4.

Which one of the three areas in Transitional Seruices ( youth suppoft, family support or
community support) do you feel is most beneficial for the youth you have referred?

Youth
Explain why

12
suppoft

3

Family support

CommuniU Support

gverall, rate each of the following as it relates to youth and Transittonal Services:

S.

1234

Fair

Poor

2

Excellent

Good

lng
re

Goal setti
m solvi

skills
Self a
Stress mana ment

0ther

6.

7

(

What do you feel are the most important factors for the youth to have a smooth transition
back home? Explain whf

.

What do you feel are the most important factors for reducing aggression among youth?
Explain why.

I

How would you rate Transitional Services for assisting in decreasing risk factors pertaining

to

youth aggression in the home? (Circle one)
4

Fxcellent

9.

3

Good

2

Fair

1

Poor

From your experience, explain what it means when a youth has experienced a successful

transition back into the home environment

10. What factors do you feel may inteffere with a youth's successful and smooth transition back
into the home environment?

Ll.

As a referring Social Worker, what types of additional support would you like to see

Transitional Services provide for future clients?

Comments:
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Introduction Letter

IRB Approval

#9$6&2

February 1, 2000

Dear Participant,
My name is Lyla Peterson, and I am a graduate student working toward a
Master's in Social Work degree at Augsburg College in Minneapolis, Minnesota. For
my Master's thesis, I am conducting a program evaluation of Anoka County's
Transitional Services. This research will investigate Transitional Services role in family
reunification, and the program's assistance in lessening aggressive episodes while
youth are enrolled in Transitional Services.
You were selected because of the role you play to enroll a youth in Transitional
Services. This role is based on your position in Anoka County, plus your knowledSe
and continuity with the youth after Transitional Services has ceased. Although there
are no direct benefits to you, however your input will contribute to this research and
provide you with an opportunity to repoft your opinion regarding how the program
accommodates the youth, which may in turn, assist Transitional Services in
assessing the quality of programming in the future.

This questionnaire is voluntary and there are no risks to you, as your input will
in no way affect your position at Anoka County. Your responses and/or quotes from
the open+nded questions will be kept anonymous. Please do not place your name on
the questionnaire. Consent to participate in this study will be assumed by the return
of a completed questionnaire. Please return the completed questionnaire in the
enclosed envelope addressed to Lyla Peterson, no later
.The completion
of this guestionnaire will conclude your role in this research study.

than

lf you have any guestions regarding this research study, please feel free to
contact rne at (612) 422-6983. You rnay also contact my thesis advisor, Dr. Curt
Paulsen at (612) 330-1621.
I appreciate your

time and input about Transitional Seruices. Thank-you.

Sincerely,

Lyla Peterson
Principal lnvestisator
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Questicnnaire Consent

Form

Consent Form

B

Family Support Seruices:
A Program Process Evaluation of TransiUonal Services
You are invited to be in a master's of social work research study to evaluate Transitional Services in

relation to the process of family reunification and decreasing youth aggfessive episodes. The primary
social workers at Anoka County Human Service Division who have enrolled a client in Transitional
Services have been asked to participate in this study. Please read tjris form and ask any questlons
you may have before ageeing to participate in this program evaluation.
This questonnaire is being conducted by me (Ly'a Peterson) as part of my master's in social work
thesis at Augsburg Coltege in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
rRB

# 9+6&2

Background lnformaUon:
The purpose of this study is to evaluate how Transitional Seruices contibutes to a smoother transition
for the youth and their families, to iclentity if the youth who are transitioning back anto the home
environment shsw a decrease of violent behavior, and how transition services can better adclress the
needs of future clients and their families as they experience placement transitions.
Procedures:
lf you agree to participate in this program evaluation, you will be asked to answer a questionnaire that
will probe your thoughB and experiences with Transitiona! Services. The quesUonnaire will take
approximately fifteen minutes to complete.
C-qnfidenti.alr.tY-:

The results of this study will be kept private. ln any sort of a report that might be publish, shall not

include any information that wilt make it possible to idenfiry you. The research records will be kept in
a locked file; only the researcher and the academic advisor will have access to the records.
Confidentiality will be maintained by not including any identifier in the raw data, quotes,
report.

or the final

Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your decision whether to paftjcipate or not will not affect your current or future relations with the
college or Anoka County. lf you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without
affecting those relationships.
Contacts and Ouestions:
The researcher conducting this study is Lyla Peterson. lf you have any questions, you may contact me
at Anoka County (612) 422-6983 or Dr. Curt Paulsen, my thesis advisor, at (612) 33G1621.

Statement of Consent
I have read the above informatjon. I have asked questions and received answers.
I consent to participate in the study and the possibility that open+nded responses may be quoted in

the thesis. Your signature is not required to assure your anonymity with this voluntary questionnaire.

Signature

of

Researcher

Date

Augsburg College
Lindell Library
Minneapolis, MN 55454

